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how to use the R language with Transact-SQL for data exploration and analysis. By the end of this book, you
will have the required information to design efficient, high-performance database applications without any
hassle. Style and approach This book is a detailed guide to mastering the development features offered by
SQL Server 2016, with a unique learn-as-you-do approach. All the concepts are explained in a very easy-tounderstand manner and are supplemented with examples to ensure that you—the developer—are able to
take that next step in building more powerful, robust applications for your organization with ease.
Microsoft SQL Server 2014 Unleashed - Ray Rankins 2015-05-15
The industry’s most complete, useful, and up-to-date guide to SQL Server 2014. You’ll find start-to-finish
coverage of SQL Server’s core database server and management capabilities: all the real-world information,
tips, guidelines, and examples you’ll need to install, monitor, maintain, and optimize the most complex
database environments. The provided examples and sample code provide plenty of hands-on opportunities
to learn more about SQL Server and create your own viable solutions. Four leading SQL Server experts
present deep practical insights for administering SQL Server, analyzing and optimizing queries,
implementing data warehouses, ensuring high availability, tuning performance, and much more. You will
benefit from their behind-the-scenes look into SQL Server, showing what goes on behind the various
wizards and GUI-based tools. You’ll learn how to use the underlying SQL commands to fully unlock the
power and capabilities of SQL Server. Writing for all intermediate-to-advanced-level SQL Server
professionals, the authors draw on immense production experience with SQL Server. Throughout, they
focus on successfully applying SQL Server 2014’s most powerful capabilities and its newest tools and
features. Detailed information on how to… Understand SQL Server 2014’s new features and each edition’s
capabilities and licensing Install, upgrade to, and configure SQL Server 2014 for better performance and
easier management Streamline and automate key administration tasks with Smart Admin Leverage
powerful new backup/restore options: flexible backup to URL, Managed Backup to Windows Azure, and
encrypted backups Strengthen security with new features for enforcing “least privilege” Improve
performance with updateable columnstore indexes, Delayed Durability, and other enhancements Execute
queries and business logic more efficiently with memoryoptimized tables, buffer pool extension, and
natively-compiled stored procedures Control workloads and Disk I/O with the Resource Governor Deploy
AlwaysOn Availability Groups and Failover Cluster Instances to achieve enterprise-class availability and
disaster recovery Apply new Business Intelligence improvements in Master Data Services, data quality, and
Parallel Data Warehouse
SQL Server 2019 Administration Inside Out - Randolph West 2020-03-11
Conquer SQL Server 2019 administration–from the inside out Dive into SQL Server 2019
administration–and really put your SQL Server DBA expertise to work. This supremely organized reference
packs hundreds of timesaving solutions, tips, and workarounds–all you need to plan, implement, manage,
and secure SQL Server 2019 in any production environment: on-premises, cloud, or hybrid. Six experts
thoroughly tour DBA capabilities available in SQL Server 2019 Database Engine, SQL Server Data Tools,
SQL Server Management Studio, PowerShell, and Azure Portal. You’ll find extensive new coverage of Azure
SQL, big data clusters, PolyBase, data protection, automation, and more. Discover how experts tackle
today’s essential tasks–and challenge yourself to new levels of mastery. Explore SQL Server 2019’s toolset,
including the improved SQL Server Management Studio, Azure Data Studio, and Configuration Manager

Pro T-SQL 2008 Programmer's Guide - Michael Coles 2008-10-03
Discussing new and existing features, SQL Server designer and administrator Michael Coles takes you on
an expert guided tour of Transact–SQL functionality in SQL Server 2008 in his book, Pro T–SQL 2008
Programmer's Guide. Fully functioning examples and downloadable source code bring Coles' technically
accurate and engaging treatment of Transact–SQL into your own hands. Step–by–step explanations ensure
clarity, and an advocacy of best–practices will steer you down the road to success. Pro T–SQL 2008
Programmer's Guide is every developer's key to making full use of SQL Server 2008's powerful, built–in
Transact–SQL language. Transact–SQL is the language developers and DBAs use to interact with SQL
Server. It's used for everything from querying data, to writing stored procedures, to managing the
database. New features in SQL Server 2008 include a spatial data type, SQLCLR integration, the MERGE
statement, a dramatically improved and market–leading XML feature set, and support for encryption—all of
which are covered in this book
SQL Server 2016 Developer's Guide - Dejan Sarka 2017-03-22
Get the most out of the rich development capabilities of SQL Server 2016 to build efficient database
applications for your organization About This Book Utilize the new enhancements in Transact-SQL and
security features in SQL Server 2016 to build efficient database applications Work with temporal tables to
get information about data stored in the table at any point in time A detailed guide to SQL Server 2016,
introducing you to multiple new features and enhancements to improve your overall development
experience Who This Book Is For This book is for database developers and solution architects who plan to
use the new SQL Server 2016 features for developing efficient database applications. It is also ideal for
experienced SQL Server developers who want to switch to SQL Server 2016 for its rich development
capabilities. Some understanding of the basic database concepts and Transact-SQL language is assumed.
What You Will Learn Explore the new development features introduced in SQL Server 2016 Identify
opportunities for In-Memory OLTP technology, significantly enhanced in SQL Server 2016 Use columnstore
indexes to get significant storage and performance improvements Extend database design solutions using
temporal tables Exchange JSON data between applications and SQL Server in a more efficient way Migrate
historical data transparently and securely to Microsoft Azure by using Stretch Database Use the new
security features to encrypt or to have more granular control over access to rows in a table Simplify
performance troubleshooting with Query Store Discover the potential of R's integration with SQL Server In
Detail Microsoft SQL Server 2016 is considered the biggest leap in the data platform history of the
Microsoft, in the ongoing era of Big Data and data science. Compared to its predecessors, SQL Server 2016
offers developers a unique opportunity to leverage the advanced features and build applications that are
robust, scalable, and easy to administer. This book introduces you to new features of SQL Server 2016
which will open a completely new set of possibilities for you as a developer. It prepares you for the more
advanced topics by starting with a quick introduction to SQL Server 2016's new features and a
recapitulation of the possibilities you may have already explored with previous versions of SQL Server. The
next part introduces you to small delights in the Transact-SQL language and then switches to a completely
new technology inside SQL Server - JSON support. We also take a look at the Stretch database, security
enhancements, and temporal tables. The last chapters concentrate on implementing advanced topics,
including Query Store, columnstore indexes, and In-Memory OLTP. You will finally be introduced to R and
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Design, implement, manage, and govern on-premises, hybrid, or Azure database infrastructures Install and
configure SQL Server on Windows and Linux Master modern maintenance and monitoring with extended
events, Resource Governor, and the SQL Assessment API Automate tasks with maintenance plans,
PowerShell, Policy-Based Management, and more Plan and manage data recovery, including hybrid
backup/restore, Azure SQL Database recovery, and geo-replication Use availability groups for high
availability and disaster recovery Protect data with Transparent Data Encryption, Always Encrypted, new
Certificate Management capabilities, and other advances Optimize databases with SQL Server 2019’s
advanced performance and indexing features Provision and operate Azure SQL Database and its managed
instances Move SQL Server workloads to Azure: planning, testing, migration, and post-migration
Beginning T-SQL - Kathi Kellenberger 2020-12-30
Get a performance-oriented introduction to the T-SQL language underlying the Microsoft SQL Server and
Azure SQL database engines. This fourth edition is updated to include SQL Notebooks as well as up-to-date
syntax and features for T-SQL on-premises and in the Azure cloud. Exercises and examples now include the
WideWorldImporters database, the newest sample database from Microsoft for SQL Server. Also new in
this edition is coverage of JSON from T-SQL, news about performance enhancements called Intelligent
Query Processing, and an appendix on running SQL Server in a container on macOS or Linux. Beginning TSQL starts you on the path to mastering T-SQL with an emphasis on best practices. Using the sound coding
techniques taught in this book will lead to excellent performance in the queries that you write in your daily
work. Important techniques such as windowing functions are covered to help you write fast-executing
queries that solve real business problems.The book begins with an introduction to databases, normalization,
and to setting up your learning environment. You will learn about the tools you need to use such as SQL
Server Management Studio, Azure Data Studio, and SQL Notebooks. Each subsequent chapter teaches an
aspect of T-SQL, building on the skills learned in previous chapters. Exercises in most chapters provide an
opportunity for the hands-on practice that leads to true learning and distinguishes the competent
professional. A stand-out feature in this book is that most chapters end with a Thinking About Performance
section. These sections cover aspects of query performance relative to the content just presented, including
the new Intelligent Query Processing features that make queries faster without changing code. They will
help you avoid beginner mistakes by knowing about and thinking about performance from day 1. What You
Will Learn Install a sandboxed SQL Server instance for learning Understand how relational databases are
designed Create objects such as tables and stored procedures Query a SQL Server table Filter and order
the results of a query Query and work with specialized data types such as XML and JSON Apply modern
features such as window functions Choose correct techniques so that your queries perform well Who This
Book Is For Anyone who wants to learn T-SQL from the beginning or improve their T-SQL skills; those who
need T-SQL as an additional skill; and those who write queries such as application developers, database
administrators, business intelligence developers, and data scientists. The book is also helpful for anyone
who must retrieve data from a SQL Server database.
Training Kit (Exam 70-461): Querying Microsoft SQL Server 2012 - Itzik Ben-Gan 2012-11
Ace your preparation for Microsoft® Certification Exam 70-461 with this 2-in-1 Training Kit from Microsoft
Press®. Work at your own pace through a series of lessons and practical exercises, and then assess your
skills with practice tests on CD—featuring multiple, customizable testing options. Maximize your
performance on the exam by learning how to: Create database objects Work with data Modify data
Troubleshoot and optimize queries You also get an exam discount voucher—making this book an
exceptional value and a great career investment.
Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Integration Services - Wee-Hyong Tok 2012-09-15
Build and manage data integration solutions with expert guidance from the Microsoft SQL Server
Integration Services (SSIS) team. See best practices in action and dive deep into the SSIS engine, SSISDB
catalog, and security features. Using the developer enhancements in SQL Server 2012 and the flexible SSIS
toolset, you’ll handle complex data integration scenarios more efficiently—and acquire the skills you need
to build comprehensive solutions. Discover how to: Use SSIS to extract, transform, and load data from
multiple data sources Apply best practices to optimize package and project configuration and deployment
Manage security settings in the SSISDB catalog and control package access Work with SSIS data quality
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features to profile, cleanse, and increase reliability Monitor, troubleshoot, and tune SSIS solutions with
advanced features such as detailed views and data taps Load data incrementally to capture an easily
consumable stream of insert, update, and delete activity
Sams Teach Yourself SQL in 10 Minutes - Ben Forta 2004
Explains how to use Structured Query Language to work within a relational database system, including
information retrieval, security, data manipulation, and user management.
Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Bible - Adam Jorgensen 2012-08-06
Harness the powerful new SQL Server 2012 Microsoft SQL Server 2012 is the most significant update to
this product since 2005, and it may change how database administrators and developers perform many
aspects of their jobs. If you're a database administrator or developer, Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Bible
teaches you everything you need to take full advantage of this major release. This detailed guide not only
covers all the new features of SQL Server 2012, it also shows you step by step how to develop top-notch
SQL Server databases and new data connections and keep your databases performing at peak. The book is
crammed with specific examples, sample code, and a host of tips, workarounds, and best practices. In
addition, downloadable code is available from the book's companion web site, which you can use to
jumpstart your own projects. Serves as an authoritative guide to Microsoft's SQL Server 2012 for database
administrators and developers Covers all the software's new features and capabilities, including SQL Azure
for cloud computing, enhancements to client connectivity, and new functionality that ensures highavailability of mission-critical applications Explains major new changes to the SQL Server Business
Intelligence tools, such as Integration, Reporting, and Analysis Services Demonstrates tasks both
graphically and in SQL code to enhance your learning Provides source code from the companion web site,
which you can use as a basis for your own projects Explores tips, smart workarounds, and best practices to
help you on the job Get thoroughly up to speed on SQL Server 2012 with Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Bible.
Learn T-SQL Querying - Pedro Lopes 2019-05-03
Troubleshoot query performance issues, identify anti-patterns in code, and write efficient T-SQL queries
Key FeaturesDiscover T-SQL functionalities and services that help you interact with relational
databasesUnderstand the roles, tasks and responsibilities of a T-SQL developer Explore solutions for
carrying out database querying tasks, database administration, and troubleshootingBook Description
Transact-SQL (T-SQL) is Microsoft's proprietary extension to the SQL language that is used with Microsoft
SQL Server and Azure SQL Database. This book will be a useful guide to learning the art of writing efficient
T-SQL code in modern SQL Server versions, as well as the Azure SQL Database. The book will get you
started with query processing fundamentals to help you write powerful, performant T-SQL queries. You will
then focus on query execution plans and learn how to leverage them for troubleshooting. In the later
chapters, you will learn how to identify various T-SQL patterns and anti-patterns. This will help you analyze
execution plans to gain insights into current performance, and determine whether or not a query is
scalable. You will also learn to build diagnostic queries using dynamic management views (DMVs) and
dynamic management functions (DMFs) to address various challenges in T-SQL execution. Next, you will
study how to leverage the built-in tools of SQL Server to shorten the time taken to address query
performance and scalability issues. In the concluding chapters, the book will guide you through
implementing various features, such as Extended Events, Query Store, and Query Tuning Assistant using
hands-on examples. By the end of this book, you will have the skills to determine query performance
bottlenecks, avoid pitfalls, and discover the anti-patterns in use. Foreword by Conor Cunningham, Partner
Architect – SQL Server and Azure SQL – Microsoft What you will learnUse Query Store to understand and
easily change query performanceRecognize and eliminate bottlenecks that lead to slow performanceDeploy
quick fixes and long-term solutions to improve query performanceImplement best practices to minimize
performance risk using T-SQLAchieve optimal performance by ensuring careful query and index designUse
the latest performance optimization features in SQL Server 2017 and SQL Server 2019Protect query
performance during upgrades to newer versions of SQL ServerWho this book is for This book is for
database administrators, database developers, data analysts, data scientists, and T-SQL practitioners who
want to get started with writing T-SQL code and troubleshooting query performance issues, through the
help of practical examples. Previous knowledge of T-SQL querying is not required to get started on this
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book.
SQL The Complete Reference, 3rd Edition - James Groff 2008-10-01
The Definitive Guide to SQL Get comprehensive coverage of every aspect of SQL from three leading
industry experts. Revised with coverage of the latest RDBMS software versions, this one-stop guide
explains how to build, populate, and administer high-performance databases and develop robust SQL-based
applications. SQL: The Complete Reference, Third Edition shows you how to work with SQL commands and
statements, set up relational databases, load and modify database objects, perform powerful queries, tune
performance, and implement reliable security policies. Learn how to employ DDL statements and APIs,
integrate XML and Java scripts, use SQL objects, build web servers, handle remote access, and perform
distributed transactions. Techniques for managing in-memory, stream, and embedded databases that run
on today's mobile, handheld, and wireless devices are included in this in-depth volume. Build SQL-based
relational databases and applications Create, load, and modify database objects using SQL Construct and
execute simple, multitable, and summary queries Implement security measures with authentication,
privileges, roles, and views Handle database optimization, backup, recovery, and replication Work with
stored procedures, functions, extensions, triggers, and objects Extend functionality using APIs, dynamic
SQL, and embedded SQL Explore advanced topics such as DBMS transactions, locking mechanisms,
materialized views, and two-phase commit protocol Understand the latest market trends and the future of
SQL
Microsoft SQL Server 2012 High-Performance T-SQL Using Window Functions - Itzik Ben-Gan 2012-04-15
Apply powerful window functions in T-SQL—and increase the performance and speed of your queries
Optimize your queries—and obtain simple and elegant solutions to a variety of problems—using window
functions in Transact-SQL. Led by T-SQL expert Itzik Ben-Gan, you’ll learn how to apply calculations
against sets of rows in a flexible, clear, and efficient manner. Ideal whether you’re a database administrator
or developer, this practical guide demonstrates ways to use more than a dozen T-SQL querying solutions to
address common business tasks. Discover how to: Go beyond traditional query approaches to express set
calculations more efficiently Delve into ordered set functions such as rank, distribution, and offset
Implement hypothetical set and inverse distribution functions in standard SQL Use strategies for improving
sequencing, paging, filtering, and pivoting Increase query speed using partitioning, ordering, and coverage
indexing Apply new optimization iterators such as Window Spool Handle common issues such as running
totals, intervals, medians, and gaps
T-SQL Window Functions - Itzik Ben-Gan 2019-10-18
Use window functions to write simpler, better, more efficient T-SQL queries Most T-SQL developers
recognize the value of window functions for data analysis calculations. But they can do far more, and recent
optimizations make them even more powerful. In T-SQL Window Functions, renowned T-SQL expert Itzik
Ben-Gan introduces breakthrough techniques for using them to handle many common T-SQL querying tasks
with unprecedented elegance and power. Using extensive code examples, he guides you through window
aggregate, ranking, distribution, offset, and ordered set functions. You’ll find a detailed section on
optimization, plus an extensive collection of business solutions — including novel techniques available in no
other book. Microsoft MVP Itzik Ben-Gan shows how to: • Use window functions to improve queries you
previously built with predicates • Master essential SQL windowing concepts, and efficiently design window
functions • Effectively utilize partitioning, ordering, and framing • Gain practical in-depth insight into
window aggregate, ranking, offset, and statistical functions • Understand how the SQL standard supports
ordered set functions, and find working solutions for functions not yet available in the language • Preview
advanced Row Pattern Recognition (RPR) data analysis techniques • Optimize window functions in SQL
Server and Azure SQL Database, making the most of indexing, parallelism, and more • Discover a full
library of window function solutions for common business problems About This Book • For developers,
DBAs, data analysts, data scientists, BI professionals, and power users familiar with T-SQL queries •
Addresses any edition of the SQL Server 2019 database engine or later, as well as Azure SQL Database Get
all code samples at: MicrosoftPressStore.com/TSQLWindowFunctions/downloads
Getting Started with SQL - Thomas Nield 2016-02-11
Businesses are gathering data today at exponential rates and yet few people know how to access it
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meaningfully. If you’re a business or IT professional, this short hands-on guide teaches you how to pull and
transform data with SQL in significant ways. You will quickly master the fundamentals of SQL and learn
how to create your own databases. Author Thomas Nield provides exercises throughout the book to help
you practice your newfound SQL skills at home, without having to use a database server environment. Not
only will you learn how to use key SQL statements to find and manipulate your data, but you’ll also discover
how to efficiently design and manage databases to meet your needs. You’ll also learn how to: Explore
relational databases, including lightweight and centralized models Use SQLite and SQLiteStudio to create
lightweight databases in minutes Query and transform data in meaningful ways by using SELECT, WHERE,
GROUP BY, and ORDER BY Join tables to get a more complete view of your business data Build your own
tables and centralized databases by using normalized design principles Manage data by learning how to
INSERT, DELETE, and UPDATE records
Tabular Modeling in Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services - Marco Russo 2017-04-12
Build agile and responsive business intelligence solutions Create a semantic model and analyze data using
the tabular model in SQL Server 2016 Analysis Services to create corporate-level business intelligence (BI)
solutions. Led by two BI experts, you will learn how to build, deploy, and query a tabular model by following
detailed examples and best practices. This hands-on book shows you how to use the tabular model’s inmemory database to perform rapid analytics—whether you are new to Analysis Services or already familiar
with its multidimensional model. Discover how to: • Determine when a tabular or multidimensional model is
right for your project • Build a tabular model using SQL Server Data Tools in Microsoft Visual Studio 2015
• Integrate data from multiple sources into a single, coherent view of company information • Choose a
data-modeling technique that meets your organization’s performance and usability requirements •
Implement security by establishing administrative and data user roles • Define and implement partitioning
strategies to reduce processing time • Use Tabular Model Scripting Language (TMSL) to execute and
automate administrative tasks • Optimize your data model to reduce the memory footprint for VertiPaq •
Choose between in-memory (VertiPaq) and pass-through (DirectQuery) engines for tabular models • Select
the proper hardware and virtualization configurations • Deploy and manipulate tabular models from C#
and PowerShell using AMO and TOM libraries Get code samples, including complete apps, at:
https://aka.ms/tabular/downloads About This Book • For BI professionals who are new to SQL Server 2016
Analysis Services or already familiar with previous versions of the product, and who want the best
reference for creating and maintaining tabular models. • Assumes basic familiarity with database design
and business analytics concepts.
Microsoft Visual C# Step by Step - John Sharp 2015-10-30
"Expand your expertise--and teach yourself the fundamentals of programming with the latest version of
Visual C♯ with Visual Studio 2015. If you are an experienced software developer, you'll get all the guidance,
excercises, and code you need to start building responsive, scalable Windows 10 and Universal Windows
Platform applications with Visual C♯."--Back cover.
SQL Cookbook - Anthony Molinaro 2006
A guide to SQL covers such topics as retrieving records, metadata queries, working with strings, data
arithmetic, date manipulation, reporting and warehousing, and hierarchical queries.
T-SQL Window Functions - Itzik Ben-Gan 2019-11-04
"Most T-SQL developers recognize the value of window functions for data analysis calculations. But they
can do far more, and recent optimizations make them even more powerful. In T-SQL Window Functions,
renowned T-SQL expert Itzik Ben-Gan introduces breakthrough techniques for using them to handle many
common T-SQL querying tasks with unprecedented elegance and power. Using extensive code examples, he
guides you through window aggregate, ranking, distribution, offset, and ordered set functions. You'll find a
detailed section on optimization, plus an extensive collection of business solutions -- including novel
techniques available in no other book."--provided by publisher.
Microsoft SQL Server 2019: A Beginner's Guide, Seventh Edition - Dusan Petkovic 2020-01-03
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for
quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the product. Get Up to Speed on
Microsoft® SQL Server® 2019 Quickly and Easily Start working with Microsoft SQL Server 2019 in no
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time with help from this thoroughly revised, practical resource. Filled with real-world examples and handson exercises, Microsoft SQL Server 2019: A Beginner’s Guide, Seventh Edition starts by explaining
fundamental relational database system concepts. From there, you’ll learn how to write Transact-SQL
statements, execute simple and complex database queries, handle system administration and security, and
use powerful analysis and reporting tools. New topics such as SQL and JSON support, graph databases, and
support for machine learning with R and Python are also covered in this step-by-step tutorial. • Install,
configure, and customize Microsoft SQL Server 2019 • Create and modify database objects with TransactSQL statements • Write stored procedures and user-defined functions • Handle backup and recovery, and
automate administrative tasks • Tune your database system for optimal availability and reliability • Secure
your system using authentication, encryption, and authorization • Work with SQL Server Analysis Services,
Reporting Services, and other BI tools • Gain knowledge of relational storage, presentation, and retrieval of
data stored in the JSON format • Manage graphs using SQL Server Graph Databases • Learn about
machine learning support for R and Python
T-SQL Fundamentals - Itzik Ben-Gan 2016-07-29
Effectively query and modify data using Transact-SQL Master T-SQL fundamentals and write robust code
for Microsoft SQL Server and Azure SQL Database. Itzik Ben-Gan explains key T-SQL concepts and helps
you apply your knowledge with hands-on exercises. The book first introduces T-SQL’s roots and underlying
logic. Next, it walks you through core topics such as single-table queries, joins, subqueries, table
expressions, and set operators. Then the book covers more-advanced data-query topics such as window
functions, pivoting, and grouping sets. The book also explains how to modify data, work with temporal
tables, and handle transactions, and provides an overview of programmable objects. Microsoft Data
Platform MVP Itzik Ben-Gan shows you how to: Review core SQL concepts and its mathematical roots
Create tables and enforce data integrity Perform effective single-table queries by using the SELECT
statement Query multiple tables by using joins, subqueries, table expressions, and set operators Use
advanced query techniques such as window functions, pivoting, and grouping sets Insert, update, delete,
and merge data Use transactions in a concurrent environment Get started with programmable objects–from
variables and batches to user-defined functions, stored procedures, triggers, and dynamic SQL
SQL the One - Uday Arumilli 2016-12-17
"Congratulations! You are going to WIN your next SQL Server interview. “SQL The One” book can guide
you to achieve the success in your next interview. This book covers Microsoft SQL Server interview
experiences, questions and answers for a range of SQL DBA’s and SQL Server Professionals. All of these
questions have been collected from the people who attended interviews at various multinational companies
across the world. It also covers “How to prepare for a SQL DBA interview?” and “How to become an expert
in your career?” Salient Features of Book All interview questions are asked in various MNC Covers 1090
real time questions and answers 254 questions on SQL Server Performance Tuning Covers all SQL Server
HA & DR features 316 questions on SQL Server HA & DR features Lots of scenario based questions Covers
SQL Server 2005, 2008, 2008 R2, 2012, 2014 and 2016 Questions are categorized In-depth explanations An
Interview Experience with Microsoft Useful as a reference guide for SQL DBA Interview preparation
Inside Microsoft SQL Server 2008 - Itzik Ben-Gan 2009
Provides information on the architecture of the T-SQL programming language to create scalable code.
Beginning Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Programming - Robert Vieira 2011-01-31
This comprehensive introduction to SQL Server begins with an overview of database design basics and the
SQL query language along with an in-depth look at SQL Server itself Progresses on to a clear explanation of
how to implement fundamental concepts with the new 2008 version of SQL Server Discusses creating and
changing tables, managing keys, writing scripts, working with stored procedures, programming with XML,
using SQL Server Reporting and Integration Services, and more Features updated and new material,
including new examples using Microsoft's AdventureWorks sample database
T-SQL Fundamentals - Itzik Ben-Gan 2016-08-13
Effectively query and modify data using Transact-SQL Master T-SQL fundamentals and write robust code
for Microsoft SQL Server and Azure SQL Database. Itzik Ben-Gan explains key T-SQL concepts and helps
you apply your knowledge with hands-on exercises. The book first introduces T-SQL s roots and underlying
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logic. Next, it walks you through core topics such as single-table queries, joins, subqueries, table
expressions, and set operators. Then the book covers more-advanced data-query topics such as window
functions, pivoting, and grouping sets. The book also explains how to modify data, work with temporal
tables, and handle transactions, and provides an overview of programmable objects. Microsoft Data
Platform MVP Itzik Ben-Gan shows you how to: Review core SQL concepts and its mathematical roots
Create tables and enforce data integrity Perform effective single-table queries by using the SELECT
statement Query multiple tables by using joins, subqueries, table expressions, and set operators Use
advanced query techniques such as window functions, pivoting, and grouping sets Insert, update, delete,
and merge data Use transactions in a concurrent environment Get started with programmable objects from
variables and batches to user-defined functions, stored procedures, triggers, and dynamic SQL "
SQL Server Query Performance Tuning - Grant Fritchey 2014-09-16
Queries not running fast enough? Wondering about the in-memory database features in 2014? Tired of
phone calls from frustrated users? Grant Fritchey’s book SQL Server Query Performance Tuning is the
answer to your SQL Server query performance problems. The book is revised to cover the very latest in
performance optimization features and techniques, especially including the newly-added, in-memory
database features formerly known under the code name Project Hekaton. This book provides the tools you
need to approach your queries with performance in mind. SQL Server Query Performance Tuning leads you
through understanding the causes of poor performance, how to identify them, and how to fix them. You’ll
learn to be proactive in establishing performance baselines using tools like Performance Monitor and
Extended Events. You’ll learn to recognize bottlenecks and defuse them before the phone rings. You’ll learn
some quick solutions too, but emphasis is on designing for performance and getting it right, and upon
heading off trouble before it occurs. Delight your users. Silence that ringing phone. Put the principles and
lessons from SQL Server Query Performance Tuning into practice today. Covers the in-memory features
from Project Hekaton Helps establish performance baselines and monitor against them Guides in
troubleshooting and eliminating of bottlenecks that frustrate users
Microsoft SQL Server 2012 T-SQL Fundamentals - Itzik Ben-Gan 2012
Presents information on the fundamentals of T-SQL to develop code and query and modify data in Microsoft
SQL Server 2012.
Expert T-SQL Window Functions in SQL Server 2019 - Kathi Kellenberger 2019-10-21
Become an expert who can use window functions to solve T-SQL query problems. Replace slow cursors and
self-joins with queries that are easy to write and perform better. This new edition provides expanded
examples, including a chapter from the world of sports, and covers the latest performance enhancements
through SQL Server 2019. Window functions are useful in analytics and business intelligence reporting.
They came into full blossom with SQL Server 2012, yet they are not as well known and used as often as
they ought to be. This group of functions is one of the most notable developments in SQL, and this book
shows how every developer and DBA can benefit from their expressive power in solving day-to-day business
problems. Once you begin using window functions, such as ROW_NUMBER and LAG, you will discover
many ways to use them. You will approach SQL Server queries in a different way, thinking about sets of
data instead of individual rows. Your queries will run faster, be easier to write, and easier to deconstruct,
maintain, and enhance in the future. Just knowing and using these functions is not enough. You also need to
understand how to tune the queries. Expert T-SQL Window Functions in SQL Server clearly explains how to
get the best performance. The book also covers the rare cases when older techniques are the best bet.
What You Will LearnSolve complex query problems without cumbersome self-joins that run slowly and are
difficult to read Create sliding windows in a result set for computing such as running totals and moving
averages Return aggregate and detail data simultaneously from the same SELECT statement Compute lag
and lead and other values that access data from multiple rows in a result set Understand the OVER clause
syntax and how to control the window Avoid framing errors that can lead to unexpected results Who This
Book Is For Anyone who writes T-SQL queries, including database administrators, developers, business
analysts, and data scientists. Before reading this book, you should understand how to join tables, write
WHERE clauses, and build aggregate queries.
Pro T-SQL 2019 - Elizabeth Noble 2020-02-12
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Design and write simple and efficient T-SQL code in SQL Server 2019 and beyond. Writing T-SQL that pulls
back correct results can be challenging. This book provides the help you need in writing T-SQL that
performs fast and is easy to maintain. You also will learn how to implement version control, testing, and
deployment strategies. Hands-on examples show modern T-SQL practices and provide straightforward
explanations. Attention is given to selecting the right data types and objects when designing T-SQL
solutions. Author Elizabeth Noble teaches you how to improve your T-SQL performance through good
design practices that benefit programmers and ultimately the users of the applications. You will know the
common pitfalls of writing T-SQL and how to avoid those pitfalls going forward. What You Will LearnChoose
correct data types and database objects when designing T-SQL Write T-SQL that searches data efficiently
and uses hardware effectively Implement source control and testing methods to streamline the deployment
process Design T-SQL that can be enhanced or modified with less effort Plan for long-term data
management and storage Who This Book Is For Database developers who want to improve the efficiency of
their applications, and developers who want to solve complex query and data problems more easily by
writing T-SQL that performs well, brings back correct results, and is easy for other developers to
understand and maintain
Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Internals - Kalen Delaney 2013
Dive deep inside the architecture of SQL Server 2012 Explore the core engine of Microsoft SQL Server
2012--and put that practical knowledge to work. Led by a team of SQL Server experts, you'll learn the skills
you need to exploit key architectural features. Go behind the scenes to understand internal operations for
creating, expanding, shrinking, and moving databases--whether you're a database developer, architect, or
administrator. Discover how to: Dig into SQL Server 2012 architecture and configuration Use the right
recovery model and control transaction logging Reduce query execution time through proper index design
Track events, from triggers to the Extended Event Engine Examine internal structures with database
console commands Transcend row-size limitations with special storage capabilities Choose the right
transaction isolation level and concurrency model Take control over query plan caching and reuse
Refactoring Legacy T-SQL for Improved Performance - Lisa Bohm 2020-01-10
Breathe new life into older applications by refactoring T-SQL queries and code using modern techniques.
This book shows you how to significantly improve the performance of older applications by finding common
anti-patterns in T-SQL code, then rewriting those anti-patterns using new functionality that is supported in
current versions of SQL Server, including SQL Server 2019. The focus moves through the different types of
database objects and the code used to create them, discussing the limitations and anti-patterns commonly
found for each object type in your database. Legacy code isn’t just found in queries and external
applications. It’s also found in the definitions of underlying database objects such as views and tables. This
book helps you quickly find problematic code throughout the database and points out where and how
modern solutions can replace older code, thereby making your legacy applications run faster and extending
their lifetimes. Author Lisa Bohm explains the logic behind each anti-pattern, helping you understand why
each pattern is a problem and showing how it can be avoided. Good coding habits are discussed, including
guidance on topics such as readability and maintainability. What You Will LearnFind specific areas in code
to target for performance gainsIdentify pain points quickly and understand why they are
problematicRewrite legacy T-SQL to reduce or eliminate hidden performance issuesWrite modern code with
an awareness of readability and maintainabilityRecognize and correlate T-SQL anti-patterns with
techniques for better solutionsMake a positive impact on application user experience in your organization
Who This Book Is For Database administrators or developers who maintain older code, those frustrated
with complaints about slow code when there is so much of it to fix, and those who want a head start in
making a positive impact on application user experience in their organization
Transact-SQL Cookbook - Aleš Špetič 2002
The Transact-SQL Cookbook contains a wealth of solutions to problems that SQL programmers face all the
time. The recipes in the book range from how to perform simple tasks, such as importing external data, to
how to handle more complicated issues, such as set algebra. Each recipe is followed by a discussion
explaining the logic and concepts underlying the solution.
Pro SQL Server Relational Database Design and Implementation - Louis Davidson 2020-12-12
t-sql-querying-developer-reference-ben-gan

Learn effective and scalable database design techniques in SQL Server 2019 and other recent SQL Server
versions. This book is revised to cover additions to SQL Server that include SQL graph enhancements, inmemory online transaction processing, temporal data storage, row-level security, and other design-related
features. This book will help you design OLTP databases that are high-quality, protect the integrity of your
data, and perform fast on-premises, in the cloud, or in hybrid configurations. Designing an effective and
scalable database using SQL Server is a task requiring skills that have been around for well over 30 years,
using technology that is constantly changing. This book covers everything from design logic that business
users will understand to the physical implementation of design in a SQL Server database. Grounded in best
practices and a solid understanding of the underlying theory, author Louis Davidson shows you how to "get
it right" in SQL Server database design and lay a solid groundwork for the future use of valuable business
data. What You Will Learn Develop conceptual models of client data using interviews and client
documentation Implement designs that work on premises, in the cloud, or in a hybrid approach Recognize
and apply common database design patterns Normalize data models to enhance integrity and scalability of
your databases for the long-term use of valuable data Translate conceptual models into high-performing
SQL Server databases Secure and protect data integrity as part of meeting regulatory requirements Create
effective indexing to speed query performance Understand the concepts of concurrency Who This Book Is
For Programmers and database administrators of all types who want to use SQL Server to store
transactional data. The book is especially useful to those wanting to learn the latest database design
features in SQL Server 2019 (features that include graph objects, in-memory OLTP, temporal data support,
and more). Chapters on fundamental concepts, the language of database modeling, SQL implementation,
and the normalization process lay a solid groundwork for readers who are just entering the field of
database design. More advanced chapters serve the seasoned veteran by tackling the latest in physical
implementation features that SQL Server has to offer. The book has been carefully revised to cover all the
design-related features that are new in SQL Server 2019.
Expert T-SQL Window Functions in SQL Server - Kathi Kellenberger 2015-03-28
Expert T-SQL Window Functions in SQL Server takes you from any level of knowledge of windowing
functions and turns you into an expert who can use these powerful functions to solve many T-SQL queries.
Replace slow cursors and self-joins with queries that are easy to write and fantastically better performing,
all through the magic of window functions. First introduced in SQL Server 2005, window functions came
into full blossom with SQL Server 2012. They truly are one of the most notable developments in SQL in a
decade, and every developer and DBA can benefit from their expressive power in solving day-to-day
business problems. Begin using windowing functions like ROW_NUMBER and LAG, and you will discover
more ways to use them every day. You will approach SQL Server queries in a different way, thinking about
sets of data instead of individual rows. Your queries will run faster, they will be easier to write, and they
will be easier to deconstruct and maintain and enhance in the future. Just knowing and using these
functions is not enough. You also need to understand how to tune the queries. Expert T-SQL Window
Functions in SQL Server explains clearly how to get the best performance. The book also covers the rare
cases when older techniques are the best bet. Stop using cursors and self-joins to solve complicated
queries. Become a T-SQL expert by mastering windowing functions. Teaches you how to use all the window
functions introduced in 2005 and 2012. Provides real-world examples that you can experiment with in your
own database. Explains how to get the best performance when using windowing functions.
Learning SQL - Alan Beaulieu 2009-04-11
Updated for the latest database management systems -- including MySQL 6.0, Oracle 11g, and Microsoft's
SQL Server 2008 -- this introductory guide will get you up and running with SQL quickly. Whether you need
to write database applications, perform administrative tasks, or generate reports, Learning SQL, Second
Edition, will help you easily master all the SQL fundamentals. Each chapter presents a self-contained lesson
on a key SQL concept or technique, with numerous illustrations and annotated examples. Exercises at the
end of each chapter let you practice the skills you learn. With this book, you will: Move quickly through SQL
basics and learn several advanced features Use SQL data statements to generate, manipulate, and retrieve
data Create database objects, such as tables, indexes, and constraints, using SQL schema statements Learn
how data sets interact with queries, and understand the importance of subqueries Convert and manipulate
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data with SQL's built-in functions, and use conditional logic in data statements Knowledge of SQL is a must
for interacting with data. With Learning SQL, you'll quickly learn how to put the power and flexibility of this
language to work.
SQL Server MVP Deep Dives - Paul S. Randal 2009-10-31
This is not an ordinary SQL Server Book. SQL Server MVP Deep Dives brings together the world's most
highly-regarded SQL Server experts to create a masterful collection of tips, techniques, and experiencedriven best practices for SQL Server development and administration. These SQL Server MVPs-53 in alleach selected a topic of great interest to them, and in this unique book, they share their knowledge and
passion with you. SQL Server MVP Deep Dives is organized into five parts: Design and Architecture,
Development, Administration, Performance Tuning and Optimization, and Business Intelligence. Within
each part, you'll find a collection of brilliantly concise and focused chapters that take on key topics like
mobile data strategies, Dynamic Management Views, or query performance. The range of subjects covered
is comprehensive, from database design tips to data profiling strategies for BI. Additionally, the authors of
this book have generously donated 100% of their royalties to support War Child International. War Child
International is a network of independent organizations, working across the world to help children affected
by war. War Child was founded upon a fundamental goal: to advance the cause of peace through investing
hope in the lives of children caught up in the horrors of war. War Child works in many different conflict
areas around the world, helping hundreds of thousands of children every year. Visit www.warchild.org for
more information. Purchase of the print book comes with an offer of a free PDF, ePub, and Kindle eBook
from Manning. Also available is all code from the book.
Exam Ref 70-761 Querying Data with Transact-SQL - Itzik Ben-Gan 2017-04-04
Prepare for Microsoft Exam 70-761–and help demonstrate your real-world mastery of SQL Server 2016
Transact-SQL data management, queries, and database programming. Designed for experienced IT
professionals ready to advance their status, Exam Ref focuses on the critical-thinking and decision-making
acumen needed for success at the MCSA level. Focus on the expertise measured by these objectives: •
Filter, sort, join, aggregate, and modify data • Use subqueries, table expressions, grouping sets, and
pivoting • Query temporal and non-relational data, and output XML or JSON • Create views, user-defined
functions, and stored procedures • Implement error handling, transactions, data types, and nulls This
Microsoft Exam Ref: • Organizes its coverage by exam objectives • Features strategic, what-if scenarios to
challenge you • Assumes you have experience working with SQL Server as a database administrator,
system engineer, or developer • Includes downloadable sample database and code for SQL Server 2016
SP1 (or later) and Azure SQL Database Querying Data with Transact-SQL About the Exam Exam 70-761
focuses on the skills and knowledge necessary to manage and query data and to program databases with
Transact-SQL in SQL Server 2016. About Microsoft Certification Passing this exam earns you credit toward
a Microsoft Certified Solutions Associate (MCSA) certification that demonstrates your mastery of essential
skills for building and implementing on-premises and cloud-based databases across organizations. Exam
70-762 (Developing SQL Databases) is also required for MCSA: SQL 2016 Database Development
certification. See full details at: microsoft.com/learning
Learn T-SQL From Scratch - Brahmanand Shukla 2021-11-20
Advance your career as an SQL Server developer and DBA KEY FEATURES ● Cutting-edge coverage from
community experts to learn T-SQL programming. ● Detailed explanation of concepts and techniques for
easy understanding. ● Numerous practical demonstrations of T-SQL querying and programming
applications. DESCRIPTION This book will teach you the fundamentals of SQL, SQL Server, databases, and
how to write queries and programs using T-SQL. After reading this book, you will be able to create, modify,
and delete databases, tables, and indexes. You can practice querying the data and running complex
analytics on it. You will also be able to add, delete, and modify procedures, user-defined functions, triggers,
and views. The journey of learning T-SQL with this book begins with an understanding of SQL and database
fundamentals. You'll explore the SQL Server Management Studio (SSMS) used for developing and
managing SQL Server databases. You'll then learn how to use DDL statements to create, modify and delete
tables and indexes. Gradually, you'll be able to query in T-SQL using DML statements, joins, and various
built-in functions. Successively, you'll learn XML and JSON data processing, and by the time you'll reach
t-sql-querying-developer-reference-ben-gan

the end of this book, you will learn to program in SQL Server and various strategies to deploy your
databases and programs. Throughout the book, you'll learn through simple examples and straightforward
explanations, diagrams, and numerous real-world use-cases. WHAT YOU WILL LEARN ● Concise
understanding of relational databases and the SQL Server. ● Learn how to create database tables and
indexes using T-SQL. ● Learn to add, modify, and delete records. ● Practice how to slice and dice data by
running smart T-SQL queries. ● Perform advanced analytical analysis using various functions. ● Discover
Error Handling and Transaction Management. ● Administer XML and JSON handling with T-SQL. ●
Practice different deployment modes for T-SQL objects. WHO THIS BOOK IS FOR If you want to know how
to design, develop, and maintain SQL Server databases and run sophisticated T-SQL queries without much
hassle, this book is for you. Readers with a basic understanding of programming would have an advantage.
TABLE OF CONTENTS 1. Getting started 2. Tables 3. Index 4. DML 5. Built-In Functions - Part 1 6. Join,
Apply, and Subquery 7. Built-In Functions - Part 2 8. Dealing with XML and JSON 9. Variables and Control
Flow Statements 10. Temporary Tables, CTE, and MERGE Statement 11. Error Handling and Transaction
Management 12. Data Conversion, Cross Database, and Cross-Server Data Access 13. Programmability 14.
Deployment
SQL QuickStart Guide - Walter Shields 2019-11-18
"THE BEST SQL BOOK FOR BEGINNERS IN 2020 - HANDS DOWN!" *INCLUDES FREE ACCESS TO A
SAMPLE DATABASE, SQL BROWSER APP, COMPREHENSION QUIZES & SEVERAL OTHER DIGITAL
RESOURCES!* *| #1 NEW RELEASE & #1 BEST SELLER |* Not sure how to prepare for the data-driven
future?This book shows you EXACTLY what you need to know to successfully use the SQL programming
language to enhance your career! Are you a developer who wants to expand your mastery to database
management?Then you NEED this book. Buy now and start reading today! Are you a project manager who
needs to better understand your development team’s needs? A decision maker who needs to make deeper
data-driven analysis?Everything you need to know is included in these pages! The ubiquity of big data
means that now more than ever there is a burning need to warehouse, access, and understand the contents
of massive databases quickly and efficiently. That’s where SQL comes in. SQL is the workhorse
programming language that forms the backbone of modern data management and interpretation. Any
database management professional will tell you that despite trendy data management languages that come
and go, SQL remains the most widely used and most reliable to date, with no signs of stopping. In this
comprehensive guide, experienced mentor and SQL expert Walter Shields draws on his considerable
knowledge to make the topic of relational database management accessible, easy to understand, and highly
actionable. SQL QuickStart Guide is ideal for those seeking to increase their job prospects and enhance
their careers, for developers looking to expand their programming capabilities, or for anyone who wants to
take advantage of our inevitably data-driven future—even with no prior coding experience! SQL QuickStart
Guide Is For: - Professionals looking to augment their job skills in preparation for a data-driven future - Job
seekers who want to pad their skills and resume for a durable employability edge - Beginners with zero
prior experienceManagers, decision makers, and business owners looking to manage data-driven business
insights - Developers looking to expand their mastery beyond the full stackAnyone who wants to be better
prepared for our data-driven future! In SQL QuickStart Guide You'll Discover: - The basic structure of
databases—what they are, how they work, and how to successfully navigate them - How to use SQL to
retrieve and understand data no matter the scale of a database (aided by numerous images and examples) The most important SQL queries, along with how and when to use them for best effect - Professional
applications of SQL and how to “sell” your new SQL skills to your employer, along with other careerenhancing considerations *LIFETIME ACCESS TO FREE RESOURCES & BUSINESS SUPPORT* Each book
comes with free lifetime access to tons of exclusive online resources to help you become a better business
owner such as workbooks, cheat sheets and reference guides. You also receive lifetime access to our online
coaching community to help you achieve all of your financial goals! *GIVING BACK* ClydeBank Media
proudly supports the non-profit AdoptAClassroom whose mission is to advance equity in K-12 education by
supplementing dwindling school funding for vital classroom materials and resources.*
Securing SQL Server - Denny Cherry 2015-04-27
SQL server is the most widely-used database platform in the world, and a large percentage of these
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databases are not properly secured, exposing sensitive customer and business data to attack. In Securing
SQL Server, Third Edition, you will learn about the potential attack vectors that can be used to break into
SQL server databases as well as how to protect databases from these attacks. In this book, Denny Cherry a Microsoft SQL MVP and one of the biggest names in SQL server - will teach you how to properly secure
an SQL server database from internal and external threats using best practices as well as specific tricks
that the author employs in his role as a consultant for some of the largest SQL server deployments in the
world. Fully updated to cover the latest technology in SQL Server 2014, this new edition walks you through
how to secure new features of the 2014 release. New topics in the book include vLANs, setting up RRAS,
anti-virus installs, key management, moving from plaintext to encrypted values in an existing application,
securing Analysis Services Objects, Managed Service Accounts, OS rights needed by the DBA, SQL Agent
Security, Table Permissions, Views, Stored Procedures, Functions, Service Broker Objects, and much more.
Presents hands-on techniques for protecting your SQL Server database from intrusion and attack Provides
the most in-depth coverage of all aspects of SQL Server database security, including a wealth of new
material on Microsoft SQL Server 2014. Explains how to set up your database securely, how to determine
when someone tries to break in, what the intruder has accessed or damaged, and how to respond and
mitigate damage if an intrusion occurs.
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T-SQL Querying - Itzik Ben-Gan 2015
T-SQL insiders help you tackle your toughest queries and query-tuning problems Squeeze maximum
performance and efficiency from every T-SQL query you write or tune. Four leading experts take an indepth look at T-SQL's internal architecture and offer advanced practical techniques for optimizing response
time and resource usage. Emphasizing a correct understanding of the language and its foundations, the
authors present unique solutions they have spent years developing and refining. All code and techniques
are fully updated to reflect new T-SQL enhancements in Microsoft SQL Server 2014 and SQL Server 2012.
Write faster, more efficient T-SQL code: Move from procedural programming to the language of sets and
logic Master an efficient top-down tuning methodology Assess algorithmic complexity to predict
performance Compare data aggregation techniques, including new grouping sets Efficiently perform dataanalysis calculations Make the most of T-SQL's optimized bulk import tools Avoid date/time pitfalls that
lead to buggy, poorly performing code Create optimized BI statistical queries without additional software
Use programmable objects to accelerate queries Unlock major performance improvements with In-Memory
OLTP Master useful and elegant approaches to manipulating graphs About This Book For experienced TSQL practitioners Includes coverage updated from Inside Microsoft SQL Server 2008 T-SQL Querying and
Inside Microsoft SQL Server 2008 T-SQL Programming Valuable to developers, DBAs, BI professionals, and
data scientists Covers many MCSE 70-464 and MCSA/MCSE 70-461 exam topics
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